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ABSTRACT

Most common tasks in automation, as sorting, batching,
palletizing, or pick and place, are implemented based on
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). Programming PLCs
requires skilled developers and implies careful debugging,
due to using standard PLC programming tools which lack
e.g. warning against simultaneous access to non-shareable
outputs. Resorting to Discrete Event Systems (DESs) theory
that enables designing novel programming methodologies.
DESs in the vein of Petri nets or, more specifically, Interpreted
Petri nets (IPNs), allow representing many industrial systems.
We consider IPNs to approach the objective of controlling the
usage of non-shareable resources.

In this thesis we create a toolchain for PLC programming.
We consider a DES graphical editing interface, in a specific
class of Petri nets (PN) containing signal inputs and outputs,
namely the IOPT tools by UNINOVA. We propose a software
toolbox, working on the IOPT representation, converting Petri
nets to a PLC programming language, Structured Text (ST).
The conversion tool includes automatic code generation to
detect and handle PLC outputs used simultaneously or at
multiple points of the code possibly running in parallel.

We demonstrate our tool-chain automatically supervising
shareable or mutually exclusive resources, considering a indus-
trial PLC programming environment, Unity Pro from Schnei-
der, and a 3D environment simulator, Factory IO from Real
Games company.

I. INTRODUCTION

Professionals developing and installing industrial processes
foresee the Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) to remain
the central processor for manufacturing processes and produc-
tion lines. Therefore, there is an interest in developing tools to
assist new learners in this technological field. Most industrial
processes using PLCs can be implemented from Discrete
Event Systems (DESs), which its fundamental characteristic
rely on a state evolving system according to input and output
signal changes.

Nowadays in Industrial Automation courses, it is learned to
solve automation projects using DES theory and Supervisory
controllers for analysis and synthesis of Industrial Automation
systems. These courses involve using modeling techniques
such as Petri nets (PN) and GRAFCETs based on advanced
integrated development environment tools. These tools are
limited mostly in aspects of system analysis and mathematical
approaches. In this thesis we introduce more interactive and
immersive way of implementing supervised DES. Our ap-
proach is based on using a virtual manufacturing environment
complemented by Discrete Event Systems theory.

The most common representation of DES is Petri nets , a
useful graphical tool to analyze such systems. In this thesis,
we approach a particular Petri class that can be categorized
by how it evolves state to state, which is named Input-Output
Place Transition Petri nets (IOPT Petri nets).

Virtual systems are graphical computer simulations that can
bring the industrial plants realism to the learning environment
of classrooms. Easily controlled by simulated or hardware
devices, they give undoubtedly cost and safety efficiency to the
training of control programmers. Virtual game-based systems
can not only motivate teachers and students, but also can
significantly improve the situation awareness of the learner
while providing them training for the most common tasks in
automation (i.e sorting, batching, palletizing, pick and place).

In this thesis, it will be introduced a software package from
Real Games Company and a way of implementing as part of
a consistent educational toolchain, a distinct set of software
development tools, for PLC programming training.

A. Related Work

In the 1970s, DES tools, as GRAFCET, started being
developed for modelling and control of industrial processes.
During his study of chemical processes for his thesis, Petri
[23] introduced the concept of Petri Nets.In 1976, Azema,
Pierre Valette, and Diaz [3] first emphasized the importance
of the system being modeled, also being able to represent
the communications with the outside world. They introduced
the concept of Interpreted Petri Nets to help designing the
verification of developed parallel systems intercommunicating
with the environment. Similar definitions were mentioned by
Agerwala, Tilak [1] , 1979 and P. Alanche, K. Benzakour, F.
Doll, P. Gillet, P. Rodrigues, R. Valette [2] later in 1985, and
also [17], [5]. Meanwhile, in 1981, Peterson [22] published a
review on the same concept and also presented the definition
of a Petri net sub class sustaining that every transition holds
an association to exactly one input signal and one output
signal naming it a state machine. But still in 1985, a general
formalization of Interpreted Petri nets was then established
by Manuel Silva [24], where actuator signals and sensor
signals are modeled as one or more input and output alphabets
respectively. In 1988, Konig and Quack [13] make use of
the concept of signal extensions in Petri net applications but
do not provide means for communication between separate
Petri nets. In 1995, M.E. Meda ; A. Ramirez ; A. Malo
[15] introduce a less general definition of the concept as a
4-tuple. In 2000, H.M. Hanisch and A. Luder [14] sugested
the use a signal extension to Petri nets in order to model a
closed-loop interaction between a plant and its controller via
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input and output signals. In 2000, Georg Frey [7] presented
a tool that allows to automatically transform a graphically
edited Signal Interpreted Petri net into PLC code using the
standardized PLC language Instruction List. Last decade, in
2005, Pais, Rui, S. P. Barros, and Luı́s Gomes [18] developed
a new Petri net class based on place-transition nets, IOPT Petri
net class, distinguished by Interpreted Petri nets for having
specific conditions to places and transitions. The same authors
explored this concept for several applications in other works,
[20], [10], [19], [21], [9]. In one of them, 2013, they developed
software to convert Petri Nets to VHDL. More recently, in
2015, Gonçalves [6] explored a way to convert a Petri Net
into PLC programming language Structured Text (ST). The
foundations of Supervisory Control Theory were developed
by W. M. Wonham and P. J. Ramadge, and their co-workers,
in the 1980s.

B. Objectives and Challenges

The goal is to develop a program that from a IOPT Petri
net characteristics, developed in IOPT-Tools [11], is able to
create a PLC programming language Structured Text (ST)
code and implement it as part of a training toolchain designed
in order that it can be used as a quick way to generate a
PLC program. Hence, ultimately training programmers in the
PLC programming language Structured Text in an efficient,
fast and accessible way. As the rest of the training toolchain,
it will be studied a possible bridge from a ST program to
the Real Games software Factory IO. This software will allow
interactivity with a 3D simulated environment and furthermore
encourage a logical thinking and to acquire knowledge of
sensors, electrical and mechanical drives, and industrial ma-
chinery characteristics. The problem of creating this toolchain
addresses the study of what type of challenges and tests may be
proposed to the learner of PLC programming while optimizing
a self-learning methodology that not only produces positive
results, but also motivates the learner to gain competence in
this field.

II. BACKGROUND

In this chapter Discrete Event Systems (DES) are intro-
duced. In order to study and control DESs we briefly present
Petri Nets. More specifically, Petri nets will be used in the
thesis for designing supervisors for DESs. Then we introduce
Interpreted Petri Nets (IPN) and IOPT Petri Nets, as ways to
include inputs and outputs directly in the models. Representing
inputs and outputs is necessary for the thesis as information
guiding the design of the supervisors. This introduction uses
content from the course Industrial Processes Automation 1 and
from other references locally referred.

A. Discrete Event Systems

Discrete Event Systems (DES) are frequently found in
communication, computer, software, traffic and manufacturing

1http://www.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/∼jag/courses/api18b/api1819.html (last
visited October 2019).

systems. In manufacturing systems, they are normally imple-
mented using Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). PLCs
operate accordingly to a scan cycle during which read multiple
input signals and write the desired output signals in order to
control a system.

DES theory is used to model industry manufacturing sys-
tems which are based on sequential event-driven systems.
Dependent on a set of events, characterized by specific actions,
these systems evolve through states that are only observed
between discrete time intervals. This allows the system, that
is being modeled, to be described by a space of discrete states
like {0, 1, 2, . . . }, named discrete-state systems.

One finds various tools helpful for the study and develop-
ment of DESs. The parallel working nature of the components
of a DES usually leads to a difficult overall understanding of
the system. Graphics tools in many cases allow the overall
understanding of the system. Examples of DES graphical mod-
eling tools are : state-transition diagrams or finite-automata,
reactive (real-time) flow diagrams, statecharts, Petri nets, etc.

Combined with algebraic tools and the remaining tools of
DES, further specifications will lay the foundations to the
implementation of PLC programming languages. Even though,
the study of DES and these specifications is not necessarily
needed to program PLCs, it is in most cases an advised
procedure to ensure the proper behavior of the system being
modeled.

B. Petri nets

A variety of new dynamic systems has emerged from the
technology advancement. Petri nets are a practical auxiliary
analysis tool capable of modeling a large variety of systems
and its interactive dynamics. Automated manufacturing sys-
tems, advanced monitoring and control systems in buildings or
automobiles are examples of highly complex systems to which
Petri nets provide powerful automatic techniques to model and
then analyze pointing out flaws that could lead to problems in
the design to be revised and modified to correct.

1) Petri net Definition: A Petri net is weighted bipartite
graph constituted by Places (circles), which are related to
specific states of the system and are linked to Transitions
(bars) which identify changes in the system and with arcs
connecting between the places and transitions which cannot
directly be connected. Tokens inside places describe the Petri
net Marking and specific conditions to the current active state.

Definition 1.1 (Petri net): From [4], a Petri net is a
quintuplet, that is represented by (P, T, A, w, x), where:

1) P = {p1, p2, p3, ..., pn}, n > 0, P is a finite set of
places.

2) T = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tm},m > 0, T is a finite set of
transitions, that represents events that can or not happen.

3) A ⊂ (P × T )∪ (T ×P ), A is a set of arcs that connect
places to transitions and transitions to places.

4) w : A→ {1, 2, 3, ...}, w is a weight function, that stores
the weight of each arc. Graphically, the weight of each
arc (w(tj , pi) or w(pi, tj)) is represented by one arrow
and a subscript with the weight.

http://www.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/~jag/courses/api18b/api1819.html
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5) x =
[
x(p1), x(p2), x(p3), ..., x(pn)

]
∈ Nn, x are the

markings of places.
It is considered the Petri net is composed by a single graph

and all the nodes, Places or Transitions are connected between
each other.

In a Petri Net, a transition tj ∈ T is enabled if x(pi) ≥
w(pi, tj), which means when the marking of place p1 is at
least greater than the weight arc that connects the place pi.

2) Incidence Matrix: Defining D as the incidence matrix
of a Petri net, a matrix m×n whose entry (j, i) comes in the
form,

Dji = w(tj , pi)− w(pi, tj) (1)

The Petri net’s dynamics can be described in equations. The
state’s evolution of the Petri net in function of the current
marking µ; the marking to be reached µ(k + 1), the firing
vector q and the incidence matrix D is given by:

µ(k + 1) = µ(k) +Dq(k) (2)

This incidence matrix D balances the number of tokens. It
can be separated in two matrices D = D+ +D−.

The transitions are enabled to fire as a form of inequality
formally presented below:

µ(k) ≥ D−q(k) (3)

3) Properties: Property 1. Reachability: The result of
firing a transition is a new state or a new marking. We say
that this state is reachable from the previous state and we can
define a Reachable set of a Petri net, R(N), to be all marking
reachable from a initial marking x0.

Property 2. Boundedness: Modeling for example a simple
queueing system, it is undesirable to allow a queue to grow
too much because it means customers will have to wait too
lng. Boundedness is a property that checks if the number
of tokens for all the places are limited by a given positive
integer. Unbounded growth of a Petri net marking can lead
to instability. A petri net isn’t bounded if a number of tokens
in a place can become indefinitely large. A place pi ∈ P is
said to be k−bounded or k−safe if, for all possible markings
x′ = (x′1, ..., x

′
i, ..., x

′
N ) ∈ R(N) if x′i ≤ k

Property 3. Safeness: A place pi ∈ P is safe if for all
reachable states x′ ∈ R(N) of the Petri net, from a specific
initial state x0, if the number of tokens in that place is equal
or lower than one x′i ≤ 1. A Petri net is safe if all the
places in the net are safe. While modeling an example with
transitions without input places, we can make the Petri net
safe, preventing these transitions from being always enabled.

Property 2. Coverability: A state of a Petri net is
covered by a previous state if it belongs to the reachable
set of the previous state’s respective marking. Given
a Petri Net N = (P, T, I, O, x0) with initial marking x0,
and x′, x′′ ∈ R(N), if x′(i) ≤ x′′(i), then x′ is covered by x′′.

Property 5. Conservation: Conservation is a property of
Petri nets to maintain a fixed number of tokens for all states
with respect to the weights of the transitions that assign each
state ensuring that resources are not lost or gained. If for every
marking, the number of marks remains the same, a Petri Net

is strictly conservative. In a formal representation, a PN N =
(P, T, I,O, x) is strictly conservative if for every marking x′ ∈
R(N),

∑
x′(pi) =

∑
x(pi).

Property 6. Liveness: A Petri net with a certain initial state
x0, is live if there is a possible firing path that will enable any
transition reached from that initial state. A transition in a Petri
net can be:

1) L1-live, if there is some firing sequence from the initial
state such that the transition can fire at least once;

2) L2-live, if the transition can fire at least a number of
times;

3) L3-live, if there exists some infinite firing sequence in
ehich the transition appears infinitely often;

4) L4-live or Live, if the transition is L1-live for every
possible state reached from the initial state.

4) Supervisor based on Linear Constraints: A Supervisor
restricts the set of inputs that can be applied to the system
and its composition is a DES called the closed loop, which is
used to control another DES named the plant. Given a plant
modeled in Petri Net, the Supervisor restricts the operation
of the plant by restricting the set of enabled transitions that
may be fired from a certain state. With exception of the initial
marking, no more of the Petri net plant’s states information is
available to the Supervisor.

The representation of the controller as a Petri net leads to
advantages in analysis and synthesis tasks: the mathematical
representation is clear, resorts only to linear algebra, more
compact then automata, straightforward the representation of
infinity state spaces, intuitive graphical representation avail-
able.

A common approach to do DES Controllers is to design
supervisors based on placed invariants. Placed invariants are
sets of places whose token count remains always constant and
can be computed using matrices. The supervisor is to prevent
the system from reaching markings, which do not satisfy a set
of a number of linear constraints, a matrix since we want a
number of restraints for each place of the Petri net. This can
be represented by a condition using algebra

Lµp ≤ b (4)

where L is an integer nc × n matrix (nc is the number of
constraints, n is the number of places of the given Petri net),
b is an integer column vector, and µ is the Petri net marking.

The supervisor initial marking is

µc0 = b− Lµ0 . (5)

when b−Lµ0 = 0 otherwise the supervisor cannot be designed
using this formalism.

The supervisor incidence matrix is

Dc = −LDp . (6)

5) Generalized Linear Constraints: More classes of con-
straints are found in supervisory control theory to approach
problems as deadlock prevention, liveness or fairness enforce-
ment. To handle the wider variety of cases, the constraints are
grouped in a more general inequality, the so called generalized
linear constraints:
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Lµp + Fqp + Cνp ≤ b, (7)

where qp is the firing vector and describes the transitions that
can occur at a certain instance, qpi is set to 1 if the transition
ti is to be fired next, or else qpi = 0. νp is the Parikh vector,
a state variable that indicates how many times each transition
has been fired since the initial marking µ0. µp is the marking
vector for system. This classes of constraints are enforced by
monitors.

µ =


µ1

µ2

...
µp

q =


q1
q2
...
qp

 v =


v1
v2
...
vp

 (8)

As proven by Iordache and Antsaklis [12], a generalized
linear constraint 7, is enforced by a optimal supervisor with
incidence matrices,

D−C = max(0, LDp + C,F ), (9)

D+
C = max(0, F −max(0, LDp + C))−min(0, LDp + C),

(10)
And initial marking of the supervisor,

µC0 = b− LµP0 − CνP0 . (11)

The Parikh vector v and the integer matrix C can be
interpreted as a dynamic state-feedback which enforce: Cv 6
b This is useful in systems that can be modeled multiple
asynchronous processes, where the resources are shared and
there is a need to is for allocation of resources and to limit to
a number.

C. Interpreted Petri nets

An Interpreted Petri net (IPN) model is an extension to
a synchronized and P-timed Petri net. In synchronized Petri
nets, the firing of transitions is synchronized to external events
which means the transitions only fire when enabled and an
external event occurs. In P-timed Petri nets, places can be
associated to time units making tokens only available to use
after an interval corresponding to time units. IPNs also use a
set of variables to define the system’s state associated to the
net’s places and transitions.

IPNs allow modeling of logic controllers and real-time
systems, in particular it associates input and output sequence
signals to the net. The mathematical model is specified by,

xk+1 = xk +Buk; k = 0, 1, ...,K (12)

and
Fuk ≤ xk, (13)

that describes a Petri net marking development, can be suc-
cessfully used for modelling DES when all the places are
measurable and all transitions are controllable.

Definition 1.2: An IPN system is a 10-tuple,

Q = (P, T,A,w, x,
∑

,Φ, λ,Ψ, φ) (14)

where:

•
∑

= {α1, α2, α3, ..., αr},, is the input alphabet with
αi, i = 1, ...r being the input symbols.

• Φ = {δ1, δ2, δ3, ..., δS},, is the output alphabet with
δi, i = 1, ...S, being the output symbols;

• λ : T →
∑
∪{ε} is a function that labels the transitions.

Either an input symbol αi ∈
∑

or the ε is assigned
to each PN transition by this function, ε represents a
system internal event externally uncontrollable. If λ 6= ε
then transition ti is said to be controlled, otherwise
uncontrolled. Tc and Tu are the sets of controllable and
uncontrolled transitions. Of course, T = Tc ∪ Tu;

• Ψ : P → Φ ∪ {ε} labels the places. Either an output
symbol δi ∈ Φ or the null event ε is assigned to each
PN place by Ψ. P = Pm ∪ Pnm where Pm and Pnm

are the sets of the measurable and unmeasurable places.
Ψ(pi) = δk if pi represents an output signal, otherwise
Ψ(pi) = ε which assigns a null event ε;

• φ is the output function assigning the output vector yk =
φxk to the Petri net state vector xk. The entries of the
output vector yk represent the states of measurable places.

D. Input-Output Place-Transition Petri nets

IOPT nets include additional information about the system
to be modeled allowing each net to model closer the real-
world. The IOPT Petri net definition is constructed based on
the synchronized and Interpreted Petri nets by David and Alla,
and Silva [5] considering some constraints on the net model
behavior.

The IOPT Petri net class allows relating external input
signals to transitions and relating external output signals to
transitions and place markings.

The input and output signals guide the controller through
each execution step by defining the system current state while
the input or output events are associated to changes in input
or output signals.

The IOPT Petri net autonomous behavior is specified by
variables, namely sets of active input, output signals and
events. Variables changing, operated by algebra expressions
and creating conditions, make the Petri net an autonomous
behavior.

A formal definition of an IOPT Petri net, as introduced by
the authors, is given as a 14-tupple, see equation 15.

Definition 1.3: An Input-Output Place-Transition Petri net
is a tuple

N = (P, T,A,w, IS,OS, IE,OE, ov, ie, oe, sig, soa,M)
(15)

where:
1) P is a finite set of places.
2) T is a set of transitions.
3) A is a set of arcs, such that A ⊆ ((P × T )∪ (T × P )).
4) M is the marking function M : P → N0

5) w is an arc weight function defined: w : A→ N0.
6) IS is a set of input signals.
7) OS is a set of output signals.
8) IE is a set of input events.
9) OE is a set of output events.
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10) ov is an output value function defined ov : (OS ∪
OE)→ N0.

11) isg is an input signal guard partial function applying
transitions to boolean expressions (where all variables
are input signals): isg : T → BE, where ∀eb ∈
isg(T ), V ar(eb) ⊆ IS.

12) ie is an input event partial function applying transitions
to input events: ee : T → IE.

13) oe is an output event partial function applying transitions
to output events: ee : T → OE.

14) osc is an output signal condition function from places
into sets of rules: osc : P → ℘(RULES), where
RULES ⊆ (BES × OS × N), BES ⊆ BE and ∀ e
∈ BES, V ar(e) ⊆ML with ML the set of identifiers
for each place marking after a given execution step.

Briefly comparing Interpreted Petri nets (IPNs) and IOPT
nets, the structure (graph) definition is perceived as equal,
some differences are found in the definition of inputs and
outputs, where IPNs have a more formal representation while
IOPT nets have a more computational form of representation.

III. REAL AND VIRTUAL INDUSTRIAL SETUPS

Virtual systems are graphical computer simulations that can
bring the industrial plants realism to the learning environment
of classrooms. Easily controlled by simulated or hardware
devices, they give undoubtedly cost and safety efficiency to the
training of control programmers. Virtual game-based system
can not only motivate teachers and students, but also can
significantly improve the situation awareness of the learner
while providing them training for the most common tasks in
automation (i.e sorting, batching, palletizing, pick and place).

In this chapter is introduced software Factory IO, by Real
Games Company, and a way of using that software as a
educational toolchain for PLC programming training. In this
chapter we describe the software setup vital to reach our goal
of assigning input and output signals of a Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC), virtually simulated by Unity Pro, to control
a virtual game-based environment named Factory IO.

A. Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs)

The design methodology for the problem modeling of
industrial automation is using a programmable device which
uses instructions as logical commands. A PLC is is divided
into three sections, (a) digital inputs connected to an internal
address each (analogue inputs to be used have to first be
converted to digital); (b) internal memory consisting of timers,
counters, registers and relays; (c) digital outputs made up of
relays, transistors, triacs, and digital to analog converters to
provide analogue outputs. A PLC will be operating contin-
ually, scanning the implemented program in Structured Text,
and reading inputs and outputs controlling the plant in Factory
IO with a pre-specified behavior.

The IEC evaluates the complete projects of PLCs, including
hardware, installation, testing, documentation, programming
and communication, and develops International Standards for
all electrical, electronic and related technologies. On this
thesis, we will be using the IEC Standard 61131-3 like the one

used on the course of Industrial Processes Automation. The
Part 3 of IEC 61131 deals with basic software architecture and
programming languages (LD, FBD, ST, IL and SFC) of the
control program within PLC.

B. Industrial Plants 3D Simulator
The components that we can use for industrial automation in

Factory IO are stations, operators, warning devices, walkways,
load parts and other parts to freely configure an environment
of our choice.

The primary element used in Factory IO scenarios are
conveyor belts useful for assembly lines allowing us to handle
light and heavy load parts (see Figure 1). Both types of
conveyor belt are powered by control motor rotation enabling a
uni-directional movement at fixed speed without any specific
drive system associated and are offered with three different
lengths: 2, 4 or 6 meters.

(a) Conveyor belt moving
heavy load part

(b) Robot arm and con-
veyor belt moving light
load part

Fig. 1. Factory IO machinery

Within the set of machinery available in the software, is
available one robotic manipulator which can be used to handle
items or do some kind of labor while also effective for
load or unload operations. They are supported with prismatic
joints and have a limited number of degrees of freedom
based on two perpendicular axis: moving up/down and moving
forward/backward and their functions are usually implemented
by high level programming in specific routines but in this
software, we have at our disposal a generic configuration of
in its coordination can be achieved with four Actuators and
three sensor connections. Factory IO provides an interface to
effectively manipulate the robotic arm, the conveyor belt and in
real-time or externally automate its behavior with programmed
logic using with active input and output connections.

To build a system in Factory IO, one finds several types of
sensors, namely Capacitive, Diffuse, Inductive, Retroflective,
Vision, Light Arrays and others sensors . Actuators can be
found integrated in stations like the Machining Center, Eleva-
tor, Pick & Place, Stacker Crane, Rack, Palletizer and Tank.
With this software is unnecessary to connect the machinery,
conveyor belts, panels to a power source, motor drives, robot
controllers or power electronics of any kind providing a clean
and simplified cable free environment.

To fulfill this thesis we aim to use a PLC programming
language compiler and since Structured Text’s syntax as pure
text, it is easier to translate from the modeled system as DES
to the PLC integrated development environment. To implement
projects in programming language Structured Text, we will be
using Schneider Unity Pro connected to Factory IO running
as a Modbus TCP/IP client.
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C. DES Control Toolchain

This thesis proposes a DES Control toolchain including
software to start up from a Petri net model to be translated to
PLC language, Structured Text (ST). A block diagram of the
toolchain is represented in the Figure 2 showing its main steps.
The toolchain initiates in a development environment for DES
modelling that supports the IOPT Petri nets class studied in
section II-D including an interactive graphical editor.

The IOPT Tools [11] is a Web interface development
environment that uses the Petri Net Markup Language (PNML)
in XML-based interchange format for modeling. The toolchain
includes software, described in next chapter IV, to retrieve
the information from the IOPT Petri net model created by the
user in that environment and then redefines the model with
characteristics of the Petri net extensions studied in chapter II.
After that, there is a phase of potential conflicts identification
to which our toolchain proposes to the user a list of solutions
of Supervisory Control based on DES.

Fig. 2. Block diagram indicating main steps of the Toolchain

According to the user’s options, a Structured Text code
is generated and prepared to run in the PLC programming
software Unity Pro, a compiler equipped with a PLC simulator
that will be connected to virtual DES simulator Factory IO
(section III-B). Observing the simulation’s behavior, the user
can verify if the model meets specifications interacting and
testing the virtual scene.

IV. PLC CONTROL OF DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS

In this chapter is described the central component of the
toolchain, the Structured Text generator, and how it is orga-
nized and how it is designed for PLC programming.

The next sections detail the program functions and the
different steps involved in converting a DES to a PLC Program
format. It is also taken into account output conflicts while
modeling a system with Petri nets and how to handle those
conflicts.

A. Petri nets with Inputs and Outputs

To implement the Structured Text generator part of the
toolchain, a primary function is used to extract a subclass of
Petri nets edited in IOPT Tools, considering some character-
istics of both IOPT Petri nets and Interpreted Petri nets. The
function was developed in MatLAB to work together with the
Structured Text generator detailed in the next section IV-B.
The first step of the toolchain starts with extracting all the
information it requires from the pnml extension file of the
designed model in IOPT Tools. There is an option available
in IOPT Tools interface to download this pnml extension file.

B. Petri net to Structured Text Conversion
To construct a Structured Text program usable on a PLC

Controller, more specifically Unity Pro, our approach is di-
vided in two parts, the first is the writing of PLC Code in
ST and the second part, a generation of a Unity Pro project
file. A more thorough description of this is in the following
paragraphs.

a) ST construction: is done thanks to the function
’ST.m’. This function receives a Petri net subclass definition
and generates PLC code. The .mat extension file produced
by the function ’pnml.m’ contains cell arrays with transition
and place lists, respective information related to the set of
input signals and output signals and other relevant information
about the Petri net that the ST generator uses to produce the
PLC code. The Petri net subclass definition used by the ST
generator incorporates properties of Petri net subclasses (IPN
and IOPT Petri nets) and also includes a characteristic from
T-timed Petri nets [5] which is the possibility of associating
transitions to time units. This allows the transitions to only
fire a specific interval of time after they become enabled and
ready. This set of transitions is named timed transitions.

The ST construction starts with memory mapping used to
save the Petri net places marking, purposely saving the mem-
ory %M0 to be used by the virtual simulator to initialize the
Petri net when running the 3D simulation. The program uses
memory positions to represent each place’s current marking
starting from ’%MW101’ (corresponding to the first place of
the net p1). Initially, these memory positions hold no values
and are set values corresponding to the initial marking of the
net when starting the virtual simulation.

The ST construction is based on determining the the condi-
tions that enable each transition to fire, the conditions that each
transition needs to be ready, and output signal bits each place
produces. In the code generated, each transition is associated
to an IF, THEN routines in Structured Text language. If the
fireable and enabling conditions of a transition are fullfilled, it
is fired and will produce output signals according to the Petri
net marking. Timed transitions are associated to an alternative
routine in Structured Text to consider the elapsed time since
the transition was enabled using timer functions ’MY TON’
in Structured Text.

b) Project file generation: is done thanks to an auxiliary
function ’create unitypro file.mat’ and configures a ready to
use project file with Schneider Electic’s PLC P57 as default
and with the Structured Text ready to run in Schneider’s
Unity Pro freeing the user from repetitive rewritings of the
programming language code in the software despite still being
needed configurations of the software’s Data Editor in order
to define the necessary variables.

C. Handling Output Conflicts
In order to properly implement PLC code, the programmer

has to guarantee the desired system’s specifications. In the
Petri net subclasses studied in Chapter 2, Petri net places
can produce output bits of the modeled system. One of the
most common mistakes while programming PLCs is conflicted
specification of output signals, which is one output bit being
invoked in more than one place of the Petri net.
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1) Output Conflict in GRAFCET and SFC: Inside a net-
work of computers, every interaction is associated to a physical
or virtual component that is to be managed, processed or
exchanged between the computers constituting the system.
This component is called a System Resource. It has lim-
ited availability which means there is a need for resource
management for preventing multiple processes in the system
from accessing that limited variable, which in this situation is
typically seen as a Shared Resource. In manufacturing systems
represented by DES, resource sharing can be found among
its most crucial specifications. A simple visualization of this
problem can be achieved using GRAFCET.

Fig. 3. Example of shared output conflicts in GRAFCET.

GRAFCET does not function with scanning cycles of inputs
but SFC in Unity Pro and other PLC programming softwares,
by definition, run accordingly to a PLC scan cycle creating
necessarily an instruction sequence which, ensures the SFC
model to be deterministic when preditcting an output in a
shared output conflict. In SFC there is a sequence of actions

In this case, where the lastly performed event is the winner.
However, it is not always obvious to determine.

2) Case 1, Mutual Exclusion Supervision: As detailed in
the previous section, in PLC programming one may write
code that sets at the same time different values to a single
binary output. In many cases the programmer does not notice
the conflict and, consequently, may inadvertently create PLC
programs where the outputs have unpredicted behavior 2. We
propose detecting automatically that a program has an output
set at multiple coding points. After identifying a possibly
conflicting situation, we flag the situation to the programmer
and suggest alternative ways to handle the conflict: (i) setting
mutual exclusion on the access to the output, (ii) allowing a
limited number of places accessing simultaneously the output
or (iii) allowing an arbitrary number of places accessing the
output while defining, e.g. the output is ON if at least one
place imposes that. Cases (ii) and (iii) will be considered in
the next sections.

2In some cases predicting the output is just difficult to see in the pro-
gramming environment. Typically, prevailing outputs are associated to the
last written commands. The PLC programming environment may have the
last output writing commands in different program sections, not immediately
visible.

Having detected an output that can be actuated at different
places, possibly simultaneously, our a solution based on DES
Supervisory control for mutual exclusion of that output.

3) Case 2, Encoding Limited Resources: Mutual exclusion
allows one single place acting an output. Depending on
the application, may be possible that a limited number of
places act simultaneously on an output. This case is what is
named here as a limited resource. We start giving an example
built with the IOPT Tools. The algorithm identifies reading
processes or writing processes of the net. The input and
output of this algorithm are both IOPT nets. The resulting
IOPT net has a place invariant added as a supervisor DC

computed using (4), (5), (6). The supervisor restricts the
number of places accessing simultaneously the output signals
Reading or Writing and only allow the processes accessing
or writing rhat are under the limit specified. The ’Supervi-
sor Limited Resource.m’ MatLAB script is designed to detect
this problem and create a supervisor for the DES model to
avoid a simultaneous reading and writing operations.

4) Case 3, Shared Output Supervision: Considering Petri
net places producing binary output values, as defined in section
II, it is common that multiple places pi, i ∈ 1, 2, 3 . . . output
to a single output bit ov. A typical desired behavior is the
following: if at least one place pi is marked then the output is
ON; the turning OFF of ov happens when none of the places
pi is marked. In other words, the first place pi to be marked
turns ON the output and the last place pi to be unmarked turns
OFF the output.

The Petri net just described expresses a shared output.
Shared outputs need to be detected as their presence in discrete
event systems may mean conflicts. As described in section
IV-C1, one output may not be turned ON because of a conflict
between places sharing that output.

We propose an algorithm to detect shared outputs and
correct potential conflicts based on Petri nets supervision, see
figure 4. The algorithm searches for sets of places Pi sharing
an output qi along with their respective sets of transitions
Tj and Tk connected to them and adds an extension to
the net while also modifying the net’s places pi outputs.
That extension decides how to handle the shared output.
Which is, when to turn the shared output ON and when to
turn the shared output OFF. The algorthim constructs that
extension computing supervisors based on unmeasurable place
invariants. For each set of places Pi sharing an output qi, a
supervisor DCi is computed using (9), (10), (11). Where b is
marking of initial places activating shared output.

For IOPT Petri nets with this output conflict, the formal
specification of the constraint is given as:∑

j=0

vj −
∑
k=0

vk ≥
∑
i=0

µ0i (16)

where transitions tj ∈ Tj turn off that output signal, transitions
tk ∈ Tk turn on that output signal, places pi ∈ Pi are the
places initially activating shared output. In the end we update
the control action of the added unmeasurable place invariant
with the shared output in order to produce the desired code
when using the Structured text generator.
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Supervisor SharedOutput (IOPT Petri net)

for each output qi ∈ {q1, q2, · · · , qN}
find Pi = set of places turning ON qi
if cardinality of Pi is 1 then do nothing, continue with the next output

find Tj = set of transitions tj such that |tjpi| > 0, ∀pi∈Pi

find Tk = set of transitions tk such that |pitk| > 0, ∀pi∈Pi

given Pi, Tj and Tk write the supervisor constraint∑
k: tk∈Tk

vk −
∑

j: tj∈Tj

vj ≤ −
∑

i: pi∈Pi

µpi

and then compute the supervisor DCi which implies a new place pCi

remove qi turn ON from the places Pi

add qi turn ON in the new place pCi

Fig. 4. Algorithm to handle shared outputs. The input and output are both
IOPT nets. The resulting Petri net has shared outputs actuated by single places
computed as supervisors.

(a) Shared Output Conflict in
IOPT Tools

(b) Shared Output Conflict
Solved

Fig. 5. Application of the proposed algorithm to solve a conflict in a IOPT
net.

Enforcing the constraint in equation 16 to a net with this
conflict, it is expected to obtain the equivalent IOPT Petri net
model result represented in Figure 5.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this chapter we validate our PLC programming method-
ology introduced in the previous chapters. We use virtual
environments and DES Control as tools for modeling and
controlling manufacturing systems like box transportation,
assembly of parts and an alarm studied in the course of
Industrial Processes Automation. Supervisory Control of DES
is used to set the correct behavior of the designed systems. Our
objective is to test with the toolchain and its algortithms for
handling output conflicts in order to verify failure or success
in solving the problems and achieving the desired behavior of
the modeled system. The virtual environments in Factory IO
are based on widely used industrial applications with several
challenge difficulty levels. In this thesis, some of those scenes
were chosen for being the most beneficial to new learners of
PLC programming.

A. Alarm System, Output Conflicts Handling

In this section the developed toolchain is applied to an
alarm system studied in the course of Industrial Processes

Automation (API) [8] in order to transport the system’s model
to a virtual system environment and achieve in a simulation
a behavior equivalent to the one obtained with the hardware
setup studied in classes of the course API.

(a) Training system, mockup
of an alarm formed by one
PLC and one user input / out-
put terminal.

(b) Simulated setup, including
sensors and actuators forming
the alarm system.

Fig. 6. Alarm system, mockup system (a) vs simulated setup (b). Details of
inputs and outputs (c,d,e).

This hardware setup, shown on Figures 6 (a), is constituted
by a PLC equipped with four distinct units namely, the main
module Modicon TSX-57-2634 which stores and runs the
program, the power supply module Modicon TSX-PSY-2600,
the discrete input module DEY-16D2 with 16 input pins and
discrete output module TSX-DSY-16T2 with 16 output pins.
The PLC is connected to a power supply and a board that is
used to simulate the inputs and outputs of the alarm which
includes a keyboard not considered in this experience. To
model this system, we edited an IOPT Petri net, shown on
Figure 7, based on the one developed by Meleiro [16] adding
IO signals information according to the definitions in section
2.4.

Fig. 7. Petri net edited with IOPT Tools [11] to control the alarm

The Petri net developed to model the processes of the alarm
can be divided in two distinct parts representing the modes
of operation named ”Presence Mode” (represented by place
P2) and ”Active Mode” (P3). The initial state of the system
represents the alarm turned off (P1). The chosen mode decides
the state evolution progression of the alarm (T2 and T8). In
”Presence Mode” (P4), when an intruder is detected (T4),
a red led turns on and also after 5 seconds (T5), a buzzer
sound is emitted (P6) for 1 second and stops (T6). Both are
turned off if the intruder leaves (T1, T19, T20) and the alarm
returns to ”Presence Mode” (P8). If the alarm is set (T8) in
”Active Mode”, the system stays in a pre-active mode state
(P3) during 30 seconds (T13) before the alarm is armed (P5).
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In this mode, when an intruder is detected (T15), a red led
is turned on (P7) for 5 seconds (T12) and after that a buzzer
sound is intermittently emitted (T10 and T11) with 1 second
ON and 2 seconds OFF (P9 and P10). When the alarm is
armed in ”Active Mode”, a blue led turns on to display an
option that allows the user to disarm the alarm by pressing
the Cardinal key. If the Cardinal key is pressed (T9 or T29)
or the intruder leaves (T7, T21, T22, T23), the alarm returns
to ”Active Mode” (P11). The option to turn off the alarm is
always available (T3, T14, T16 to T18 and T24 to T28).

Following the original setup model, the simulating scenario
is designed for a total of 5 inputs (four push buttons and one
sensor) and 5 outputs (four light LEDs and a buzzer sound)
detailed in V-A. The setup proposed here has slight differences
regarding the user interactions with the system’s inputs due to
limitations found in editing a virtual environment similar to
the one available in the course API. Therefore, it was arranged
a practical mechanism to emulate the opening/closing of the
store door. The event responsible for sounding the alarm is the
detection of a box detected by a sensor barrier.

1) Keypad: The 12-digit numeric keypad uses four inputs
signals and four outputs signals connected to the same PLC
module as the physical alarm.

The IOPT Petri net designed to model a keypad reading is
shown in Figure 8. The progression of the net marking models
the state of the keypad reading system describing when and
which keypad button is being pressed/released. The IOPT Petri
net representing the keypad has transitions associated to the
input signals (”Keypad Row 1”,”Keypad Row 2”,”Keypad Row
3” and ”Keypad Row 4”), each related to powering a single
keypad row . And the net’s places are associated to the output
signals (”Column 1”,”Column 2” and ”Column 3”), related to
powering a keypad column, and associated to the output signal
”Buzzer Sound”. The output signal ”Buzzer Sound” is shared
by the alarm and keypad.

Fig. 8. Keypad IOPT Petri net

The net can be seen in three similar blocks, each corre-
sponding to one keypad column being powered. In each block
there is a hold state representing the system waiting for a
button to be pressed which lasts fifty milliseconds. If a button
a column is pressed (T30 to T33 for column 1, T38 to T41 for
column 2 and T46 to T49 for column 3), the system evolves
to another hold state representing the system waiting for the
same button to be released (T34 to T37 for column 1, T42
to T45 for column 2 and T50 to T53 for column 3). If a
button of that column is not pressed, the system evolves to a
different state powering the next column to the right and stays

in that hold state for fifty milliseconds waiting for a button
of the second column to be pressed. If a button of the second
column is not pressed, the same process is repeated powering
instead the next column.

The timed transitions T54, T55 and T56 in the IOPT Petri
net are responsible for making the system transition between
the hold states waiting for a button to be pressed . The
activation of different columns is represented by the marking
of the places P12, P17 ad P22. The remaining places represent
the hold states of the system waiting for a pressed button to
be released.

After setting up a simulation project similar to the projects
of the Industrial Automation course using Factory IO and in
order to validate the complete toolchain, in this experiment, we
study one crucial characteristic of the desired behavior for this
simulation. Which is not interrupting the intermittent sound
signal triggered by a presence detection when keypad keys
are pressed/released. We observed that the system behavior in
the virtual scene does not meet this specification. This is due
to the output signal ”Buzzer Sound” being a shared output by
the alarm system and the keypad.

This situation is an output conflict as described in subsection
IV-C4. It occurs when the alarm and the keypad states simul-
taneously evolve setting the output signal ”Buzzer Sound” to
opposite values. In the simulation, this conflict is originated
when the alarm detects an intruder and turns on the buzzer
while the keypad is being used. And the result is the buzzer
being turned off unexpectedly during the intermittent sound
signal (in Active Mode) when keypad buttons are pressed and
released. Because releasing the keypad button sets the output
signal ”Buzzer Sound” value to 0 interrupting the periodic
interval and consequently restarts the intermittent sound signal.

The places P9 and P10 and the timed transition T10 and
transition T11 are responsible for the system’s states that
describe the intermittent sound signal in the simulation. The
desired outcome is that if a keypad button is pressed and then
released, the intermittent sound signal is not interrupted. This
means that the output signal ”Buzzer Sound” should stay on
and not change even if the timed transitions T10 and T11
keep firing and the Petri net’s current marking evolves between
places P9 (”Buzzer Sound” on) and P10 (”Buzzer Sound” off).

To help the modeled system achieve the correct behavior in
the virtual scene, we apply the last step of our toolchain to
consider and handle this output conflict concerning the output
signal ”Buzzer Sound”.

2) Shared Output Supervisor: The output conflict described
above should be resolved using the Supervisory Control based
on DES program of our toolchain that implements the solution
described in IV-C4. The objective is to remove the system’s
possibility of setting the ”Buzzer Sound” output signal bit to
0 during any processes that use this output signal.

The variable %MW127 of the program generated in Struc-
tured Text using our toolchain is related to the place added
by applying the supervisor which represents the marking
resulting from ”Buzzer Sound” on and ”Keyboard row1” on
simultaneously. Upon releasing the keypad button, transition
T34 becomes enabled and is fired. Resulting in consuming a
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Fig. 9. Shared Output Supervisor applied to Alarm and Keypad System

mark in place P27 and correctly leaving Buzzer Sound still
ON.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, DES theory has been used, mostly in the veins
of Petri net classes with extensions, for PLC programming.
Testing of the PLC programs has been based on virtual
environments created by the so-called applied games.

The experiments conducted allowed us to test our toolchain
in several different aspects. The quick generation of PLC
code from a DES can be a powerful tool in modeling man-
ufacturing processes. The output conflicts detection step of
the toolchain is also helpful to dismiss common mistakes in
PLC programming and to make it more intuitive. Using a
virtual simulator has shown to be a decent alternative to the
classrooms education and also efficient to see the toolchain’s
results.

The validation of representing Discrete Event Systems
(DES), with a more detailed Petri net definition, using I/O
signals, to model industrial processes and applying DES tools
for Supervisory Control has revealed itself to be practical
and helpful. The translation from DES to PLC programming
code, namely structured text, was proven to be effective to
implement our algorithms for Supervisory Control in Petri
nets and effective to model small to larger Petri net models.
It was left untested for very large size nets. This translation
also meant renouncing Petri net properties. The modalities
proposed for handling output conflicts already cover a wide
range of situations. It is however an aspect that real world
practice may imply augmenting to handle novel objectives and
eventually doing more research.

Despite the size of the Petri nets have not been a limitation
in this thesis, i.e. the time and memory complexity were not
an issue for the personal computer simulating and creating
the PLC code, and programs and data fit well into the PLC
memory, large Petri nets (hundreds of places and transitions)
may be a concern firstly for the available PLC memory.
Interesting future work will be researching methodologies for

minimizing the PLC code and memory usage resulting from
the automatic conversion of IOPT Petri nets.
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